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Each year the Ensa Paris-Est school of architecture organises a week-long Winter School bringing together over 350 students around a common theme, with the aim of experimenting new pedagogical approaches and working collectively on topics related to the city, the territory and architecture. For the 2025 edition, the school has appointed Giaime Meloni, photographer, artist, teacher and PhD in architecture, as curator, who has proposed the theme ‘Horizon(s)’.

The horizon represents not only the line that separates the earth from the sky, but also a vision of the future. How can the shape of this imagined horizon line guide us in the conception of our future? By inviting reflection on this notion, in both its physical and metaphorical dimensions, the Winter School led by Giaime Meloni intends to examine how the future can be imagined and represented, and to produce images that enrich our collective vision of tomorrow. For five days, participants will gather to think collectively about the future of our planet, our territories, our habitats, our living spaces and our existence, via three axes that express our vision of horizons: Archaeology of the present, After the sublime? and Techne.
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